Disasters, whether natural or human-made, are conceptual singularities in which the abstraction of risk is physically realized as a traumatic experience ([@bibr24-0956797616671712]; [@bibr33-0956797616671712]; [@bibr34-0956797616671712]; [@bibr35-0956797616671712]). Far from being rare events, disasters have regularly afflicted civilizations throughout human history ([@bibr6-0956797616671712]). Just in the decade from 2004 through 2013, 6,525 recorded disasters (3,867 of which were natural) resulted in more than 1 million deaths and U.S. \$1 trillion of economic damage, and negatively affected the lives of more than 1 billion people globally ([@bibr19-0956797616671712]). In the coming years, the specter of disaster risk looms ever larger as a result of greater population pressures ([@bibr16-0956797616671712]), rapidly growing technology-related risks ([@bibr33-0956797616671712]), and increased incidences of climate-change-related extreme weather ([@bibr35-0956797616671712]). Given the regularity of disaster, one may wonder how peoples and societies are generally able to rebound from the recurring experience of devastation. Perhaps even more fundamental than the challenge of physical and economic recovery ([@bibr20-0956797616671712]; [@bibr26-0956797616671712]) is the challenge of individual psychological recovery, without which human activity would be generally impeded ([@bibr4-0956797616671712]; [@bibr5-0956797616671712]; [@bibr9-0956797616671712]; [@bibr28-0956797616671712]). In the study reported here, we explored the human element of disaster recovery by investigating how the experience of a disaster affects a population's daily behavioral patterns, and whether such changes affect psychological recovery from risk.

We used the 2013 Ya'an earthquake as a naturally occurring instrument to explore how experiencing risk affects human behavior. Ya'an residents at different locales were randomly subject to different levels of earthquake intensity^[1](#fn1-0956797616671712){ref-type="fn"}^ (a standard measure of earthquakes' impact), which we used to operationalize different levels of experienced risk (for a description of the earthquake and the damage that occurred, see Section 1 in the Supplemental Material available online). We measured the behavioral impact of experiencing the risk of disaster in several ways. First, we used longitudinal individual-level mobile-phone data of earthquake victims (*N* = 157,358; 10.1% of Ya'an's population), which captured daily-life patterns before and after the earthquake, to map how people responded to different levels of risk over time. Second, we explored the efficacy of these behaviors in alleviating perceived risk, a negative psychological state created by the earthquake experience. Perceived risk is a subjective estimate of danger commonly used in studies of natural, environmental, and health risks ([@bibr33-0956797616671712]), and it is related to feelings of uncertainty and fear ([@bibr24-0956797616671712]). Specifically, we linked respondents' mobile-phone data to a field survey (*N* = 2,000) that measured unobservable psychological constructs, including perceived risk, 1 week after the earthquake. We then used an instrumental-variable approach to test how communication, functional, and hedonic behaviors affected perceived risk. For further validation of our results, we conducted a retrospective survey of victims' recovery experiences (*N* = 3,100).

Whereas other research has examined how disasters affect information diffusion and physical mobility ([@bibr2-0956797616671712]; [@bibr15-0956797616671712]; [@bibr25-0956797616671712]), our research is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to document how experiencing a disaster affects day-to-day life patterns and to test the role of communication, functional, and hedonic behaviors in postdisaster recovery by using verifiable measures of individual behavior.

Conceptually, risk is a complex theoretical construct with multitudinous dimensions ([@bibr33-0956797616671712]) ranging from cognitively oriented informational components (e.g., probability estimates) to emotionally oriented experiential components (e.g., feelings of fear), both of which must be successfully assuaged to achieve psychological recovery ([@bibr24-0956797616671712]). In society-wide risk situations such as disasters, the experience of risk can also be interpersonal, as information and emotions flow between victims and the people with whom they have social ties, such as kin ([@bibr8-0956797616671712]). We thus expected that these different facets of risk would each trigger reflexive increases in corresponding adaptive behaviors:

-   Hypothesis 1: By necessity, experiencing a disaster should increase the need for functional and informational behaviors (e.g., reading news updates to resolve uncertainty regarding risk).

-   Hypothesis 2: Experiencing disaster should also increase communications behaviors (e.g., more calls, text messages, and communications-app usage) and the size of activated social networks (as measured by out-degree centrality---[@bibr10-0956797616671712]), to satisfy interpersonal informational and emotional needs (e.g., to resolve uncertainty about the well-being of kin, share experiences, and seek social support; [@bibr2-0956797616671712]; [@bibr8-0956797616671712]).

In addition, we tested two hypotheses concerning hedonic behavior:

-   Hypothesis 3: Experiencing risk should lead to an increase in hedonic behaviors.

-   Hypothesis 4: Engaging in more hedonic behavior after a disaster should reduce the overall feeling of being threatened by risk.

Although these hypotheses may seem contrary to lay intuition (e.g., that victims might be too busy or not in the mood for pleasurable activities), there are several reasons to believe that victims might seek pleasure and happiness in response to risk, and that this might benefit their sense of well-being. On a neurological level, aversive stimuli can stimulate the release of mesolimbic dopamine in the brain, which motivates pleasure seeking ([@bibr30-0956797616671712]). Indeed, excessive suppression in the dopamine circuit is associated with major depression and other psychiatric disorders, which implies that suppressing pleasure can have negative psychological consequences and that pleasure seeking may be an adaptive response to negative stimuli, such as risk ([@bibr17-0956797616671712]; [@bibr21-0956797616671712]). Furthermore, psychological research on emotional regulation suggests that seeking positive emotions is part of the mood-repair process ([@bibr31-0956797616671712]); thus, victims may try to engage in hedonic activities to relieve a psychosomatic state of stress ([@bibr11-0956797616671712]). Despite evidence that positive affect can serve as a population-level fear-reduction strategy ([@bibr14-0956797616671712]; [@bibr18-0956797616671712]; [@bibr24-0956797616671712]), hedonic behavior has traditionally been overlooked as a method for mitigating the psychological impact of disaster. Instead, efforts have focused on risk-related communications and clinical approaches (e.g., counseling or pharmaceuticals), with the underlying assumption that forgoing pleasure is simply part of the price of reducing risk ([@bibr13-0956797616671712]; [@bibr28-0956797616671712]; [@bibr29-0956797616671712]; [@bibr33-0956797616671712]; [@bibr37-0956797616671712]).

Method {#section1-0956797616671712}
======

The Ya'an earthquake occurred at 8:02 a.m. (Beijing time) on Saturday, April 20, 2013. The epicenter was located in Lushan County, Ya'an, Sichuan, about 116 km from Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan province (in southwest China). In our primary analysis, we tested how the severity of experienced risk subsequently changed victims' behavior. The surface-wave magnitude of the earthquake was placed at 7.0 by the China Earthquake Data Center. To operationalize the degree of experienced risk, we used Typical Maximum Modified Mercalli Intensity, which varied from V to IX depending on geographic location (see Section 1 in the Supplemental Material). Local-government statistics indicated that intensity was highly correlated with real damage (*r* = .56 for injuries, *r* = .76 for population displacement, and *r* = .81 for estimated economic losses, *p*s \< .01). Whereas previous research on risk has focused on estimations of risk, often in hypothetical contexts ([@bibr13-0956797616671712]; [@bibr33-0956797616671712]; [@bibr34-0956797616671712]; [@bibr35-0956797616671712]), we measured risk perceptions that were created by the experience of real and immediate danger.

Using the earthquake as an instrument provided several unique empirical advantages. First, the random shock of the earthquake created a quasiexperiment, insofar as residents did not know that it would occur. Second, the earthquake generated existential danger that would be difficult to replicate in a laboratory setting, and thus provided an opportunity to investigate how real risk affected people's lives. Third, the earthquake naturally created an interval scale of experienced risk because different locales in Ya'an prefecture experienced different levels of physical shaking and damage. Finally, the relatively moderate physical damage (196 deaths in a population of 1.5 million) mitigated ceiling effects and meant that telecommunications infrastructure was undamaged in most regions (only parts of two counties with relatively small populations had network outages).

We used various kinds of mobile-phone data, including data on usage of mobile applications (apps),^[2](#fn2-0956797616671712){ref-type="fn"}^ telecommunications (e.g., voice calls, texts), and usage of Web browsers, to capture the behavioral impact of the earthquake. Because of their ubiquity and frequent usage, mobile phones provide the most detailed individual-level records of human dynamics available ([@bibr10-0956797616671712]). Mobile-phone data are more than in vitro reflections of mobile-phone-based activity; they also reflect in vivo behavior in the physical world (e.g., increased frequency of calls to neighbors reflects increased physical interactions with them; [@bibr10-0956797616671712]; [@bibr32-0956797616671712]). Whereas previous research has often used communication patterns and geolocation to infer human behavior, our analyses focused on mobile-app usage as a proxy for daily human interests and activities. We reasoned that changes in an individual's relative usage of different mobile apps reflect his or her general psychological interests (e.g., playing video games or listening to music-playing apps reflects a general interest in pleasurable activities). Mobile phones' portability, multifunctionality, and typical proximity to owners allowed for continuous, automatic, and unobtrusive measurements of behavior, before, during, and after the earthquake.

Individual-level telecommunications and earthquake data {#section2-0956797616671712}
-------------------------------------------------------

We used 3 months of telecommunications records (March 1--May 31, 2013; centered on the April 20th earthquake) of 157,358 residents of Ya'an prefecture who were active subscribers of a major Chinese mobile-telecommunications carrier (10.1% of the total population, 59.0% urban). The data included 56 million time-stamped records of anonymized individuals' voice calls, text messages, and mobile Internet usage, as well as their basic demographics, home address, and cell-tower access. We were able to link location-based measurements of earthquake intensity from the China Earthquake Administration to individual Ya'an mobile-phone users by using their registered addresses, which we coded for neighborhood. These registered addresses were unlikely to be falsified because the carrier also provided fixed-line services (telephone, broadband) to many of the customers. We thus observed the precise seismic impact on each resident (the earthquake struck at 8:02 a.m. on a Saturday, when most people were at home), and also linked these residents to county-level economic and damage data provided by the People's Government of Ya'an (personal communication, June 2015).

Mobile-app data {#section3-0956797616671712}
---------------

The telecommunications data set was combined with a separate data set of mobile-phone-app usage patterns for 71,820 Ya'an residents (62.44% urban) who were active app users. We defined active users as those who had used a Web-based mobile app at least once the week before the earthquake and at least once the week after. The data showed how many times individual apps were accessed daily for each user. We examined 125 of the most popular mobile apps, which were precategorized by the carrier into 19 subcategories: WeChat (its own category because of its popularity and multifunctionality), instant messaging (not including WeChat), maps and GPS, tools, app market (for buying apps), multimedia messaging (Internet-based text messaging), blogs, mobile payment, news, browsers, games, living services (travel, weather, etc.), social networking, video, finance, shopping, e-mail, reading, and music (see Table S3 in the Supplemental Material for a summary of how individual apps were categorized). We divided mobile-app usage into three major categories---communications, functional usage, and hedonic usage (e.g., a weather-information app is functional, a music-player app is hedonic; see Section 3.1 in the Supplemental Material for further discussion on categorization)---and explored changes in usage after the earthquake (relative to before the earthquake).

Results {#section4-0956797616671712}
=======

Overall, increasing levels of earthquake intensity corresponded with graded increases for all three forms of behavior ([Fig. 1](#fig1-0956797616671712){ref-type="fig"}; also see Figs. S4 and S5 in the Supplemental Material); this increase began the day after the earthquake and persisted for about a month. During the first week, there was an exception in intensity IX regions, which suffered service outages the first few days after the earthquake because of infrastructure damage. However, app usage in those regions recovered rapidly the following week, after cell-tower infrastructure was repaired.

![Change in weekly usage frequency of (a) communications, (b) hedonic, and (c) functional apps for the 4 weeks after the earthquake. Usage during the week before the earthquake was the baseline. Results are shown separately for locales that experienced earthquake intensities of VI, VII, VIII, and XIII. Because very few samples came from intensity V locales, these samples were included in the results for intensity VI.](10.1177_0956797616671712-fig1){#fig1-0956797616671712}

Impact of earthquake intensity on behavior {#section5-0956797616671712}
------------------------------------------

To formally test if earthquake intensity changed behavior, we used a first-difference fixed-effects model^[3](#fn3-0956797616671712){ref-type="fn"}^ to test how mobile-app usage changed the first week after the earthquake compared with the week prior. This model was more appropriate than a random-effects ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, as confirmed by highly significant *F* tests and Hausman tests (*p*s \< .001). We used the following linear model to capture individual behavioral change in mobile-app usage from before (*t* = 0) to after the earthquake:
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where the dependent variable, *y~it~* is the mobile-app usage of individual *i* at time (week) *t*; α is a constant; ***v***~*i*~ is a vector of time-invariant variables for individual *i* (e.g., age, gender, phone model, service plan, and geographic features, which are the same before and after the earthquake); ***x***~*it*~ is a vector of telecommunications activities (outgoing calls and texts, activated social-network size as measured by the number of unique people contacted during the period, Web-usage frequency); ***I***~*it*~ represents the treatment variables, including earthquake intensity and a dummy for telecom infrastructure damage (***I**~it~* = 0 when *t* = 0, i.e., the week before the earthquake); and ε~*it*~ is a random error term. The first-difference model eliminated α and ***v***~*i*~ by taking the difference between two time-consecutive equations, that is,

$$\Delta y_{it}\  = \ \Delta\mathbf{x}_{it}\mathbf{\beta}\ \  + \ \mathbf{I}_{it}\mathbf{\theta}\ \  + \ \ \Delta\varepsilon_{it},\ t\  = \ 1,\ .\ .\ .\ ,\ T,$$

where Δ indicates the difference of variables between the week before the earthquake and week *t* after the earthquake. This first-difference model took advantage of the fixed-effects estimator to isolate the effects of time-invariant observable and unobservable characteristics ([@bibr22-0956797616671712]). The first-difference (FD) estimators ${\hat{\beta}}_{FD}$ and ${\hat{\theta}}_{FD}$ were pooled OLS estimators (i.e., consistent and unbiased) from the regression model ([Equation 1](#disp-formula1-0956797616671712){ref-type="disp-formula"}; [@bibr36-0956797616671712]).

Overall, higher earthquake intensity significantly predicted greater usage of communications, hedonic, and functional apps during the first week after the earthquake (see [Table 1](#table1-0956797616671712){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, the first-difference model showed that intensity was a significant predictor of increases in usage of communications apps, *t* = 31.47, *p* \< .001; hedonic apps, *t* = 25.95, *p* \< .001; and functional apps, *t* = 14.08, *p* \< .001, after the earthquake. Greater change in telecommunications frequency, Web-usage frequency, and size of social-network activation also predicted greater use of apps in all three categories. The infrastructure-damage dummy (intensity IX) predicted a reduction in usage of communications and hedonic apps, likely because of reduced Internet access during the first 4 days after the earthquake, but infrastructure damage was not a significant predictor of functional-app usage. As a robustness check, we used an alternative measure of earthquake intensity, distance from the epicenter, as the predictor and obtained the same results (see Section 4.1 in the Supplemental Material).

###### 

Results of the First-Difference Fixed-Effects Model Predicting Individual-Level Changes in Usage of Mobile Apps From the Week Before to the Week After the Earthquake (*N* = 45,574)

![](10.1177_0956797616671712-table1)

                                            Communications apps (adjusted *R*^2^ = .139)   Hedonic apps (adjusted *R*^2^ = .0366)   Functional apps (adjusted *R*^2^ = .0253)                                                                           
  ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- --------- -------- ------- -------- --------- -------- ------- -------- ---------
  Change in outgoing-call frequency         0.835                                          0.085                                    9.79                                        \< .001   0.262    0.058   4.53     \< .001   0.227    0.096   2.37     .018
  Change in outgoing-text frequency         0.739                                          0.040                                    18.6                                        \< .001   0.309    0.027   11.4     \< .001   0.271    0.045   6.05     \< .001
  Change in activated social-network size   0.635                                          0.248                                    2.56                                        .011      0.395    0.170   2.34     .019      0.973    0.278   3.49     \< .001
  Change in Web-usage frequency             1.27                                           0.020                                    62.8                                        \< .001   0.207    0.014   15.0     \< .001   0.542    0.023   23.9     \< .001
  Infrastructure-damage dummy               --26.6                                         6.80                                     --3.91                                      \< .001   --21.0   4.62    --4.53   \< .001   --11.3   7.62    --1.49   .137
  Earthquake intensity                      5.21                                           0.166                                    31.5                                        \< .001   2.92     0.113   26.0     \< .001   2.61     0.186   14.1     \< .001

Note: The dependent variables were changes in frequency of communications-, hedonic-, and functional-app usage between the week before and the week after the earthquake. F tests and Hausman tests for the three models were all highly significant ( ps \< .001), which suggested that fixed-effects models were appropriate.

For cross-validation, we also ran the first-difference model using number of incoming and outgoing voice calls and text messages (with private residential and mobile numbers) as alternative dependent variables, and earthquake intensity and an infrastructure-damage dummy as independent variables. Greater earthquake intensity resulted in more outgoing voice calls, *t* = 65.53, *p* \< .001, and text messages, *t* = 57.02, *p* \< .001, and increased social-network activation (i.e., more people with social ties to the victim were contacted), *t* = 82.76, *p* \< .001, controlling for infrastructure damage. Overall, the impact of the earthquake on telecommunications usage was similar to its effects on mobile-app usage.

Ex ante, one could have expected mobile-based activity to decrease after the earthquake because of increased busyness, situational constraints, or stress-induced social withdrawal. However, as predicted by Hypotheses 1 and 2, we observed an increase in usage of functional and communications apps immediately after the earthquake. Moreover, this pattern persisted for several weeks after the earthquake ([Fig. 1](#fig1-0956797616671712){ref-type="fig"}). Usage of hedonic mobile apps also increased for several weeks ([Fig. 1](#fig1-0956797616671712){ref-type="fig"}), as predicted by Hypothesis 3. Critically, increases for all app categories were greater in locations that experienced higher earthquake intensities (except for the first week in areas at intensity IX, because damage to mobile infrastructure impeded network access the first 4 days); in other words, greater physical shaking resulted in a graded increase in mobile-based activity, a finding that reduces the tenability of alternative, non-earthquake-related accounts of app usage.

There was a more nuanced effect of earthquake intensity on usage of Internet Web browsers, which can be thought of as multifunctional apps (see Fig. S6 in the Supplemental Material). Using the same fixed-effects model as before ([Equation 1](#disp-formula1-0956797616671712){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to examine change in Web browsing behavior in the week after the earthquake, we found that although greater intensity predicted more visits to communications Web sites, *t* = 14.0, *p* \< .001, and functional Web sites, *t* = 12.23, *p* \< .001, it predicted fewer visits to hedonic Web sites, *t* = −3.00, *p* \< .01 (see Section 4.2 in the Supplemental Material). The increase in visits to functional sites is in line with normative informational needs (Hypothesis 1), and the increase in visits to communications sites may have resulted because browser-based Web clients for popular social-media, chat, and messaging services were more common than dedicated apps in China at the time of the study. However, we note that the finding of fewer visits to hedonic Web sites after the earthquake is not inconsistent with the analysis in [Table 1](#table1-0956797616671712){ref-type="table"} or with Hypothesis 3. Given that mobile-phone Web browsers are more often used for information search than for hedonic activities (e.g., it is harder to play games or listen to music on a phone's browser than using a dedicated app), our findings might indicate only that earthquake victims did not search for new hedonic apps (on their Web browser) after the earthquake but did use their preexisting hedonic apps more. This would be in line with previous research showing that increased psychological pressure increases the desire for familiar options, irrespective of normative costs ([@bibr23-0956797616671712]). Indeed, this interpretation is also consistent with our analysis of the diversity of app usage (measured by Shannon entropy; see Section 5 in the Supplemental Material); after using a more diverse portfolio of apps on the day of the earthquake, victims immediately reverted to preearthquake levels of diversity starting the next day.

Efficacy of different behaviors in reducing perceived threat {#section6-0956797616671712}
------------------------------------------------------------

We have shown that experiencing greater risk (i.e., higher earthquake intensity) resulted in greater usage of communications, hedonic, and functional apps, but one may wonder how these behaviors were related to postdisaster recovery. Although the purpose of communications and functional behavior is intuitive (e.g., social support, information seeking and sharing), the role of hedonic behavior is less clear. Our conceptualization suggests that hedonic behavior may be an adaptive coping strategy that abets psychological recovery from aversive experiences of risk ([@bibr17-0956797616671712]; [@bibr30-0956797616671712]). However, the increase in hedonic behavior we observed might have been driven by a factor unrelated to risk. For example, residents in regions that experienced higher earthquake intensity may have had more free time to spend on their mobile phones because earthquake damage reduced the availability of other activities. In order to test how different behaviors affected psychological recovery, we measured victims' immediate postdisaster psychological state in a large-scale field survey. This measure was used as a dependent variable in a statistical theory test.

### Field survey {#section7-0956797616671712}

We telephoned 2,000 randomly drawn customers from our data set 5 to 7 days after the earthquake (final response rate = 43%; the high response rate was likely driven by residents' needs for posttrauma social support and their desire to share their plight with official institutions, as discussed in Section 6.1 of the Supplemental Material). The key dependent variable was perceived threat: "At this point, how threatened do you feel by the earthquake?" The rating scale ranged from 1, *no threat at all*, to 10, *a great deal of threat*. Perceived threat is a common measure of the overall feeling of being at risk ([@bibr33-0956797616671712]) and is related to feelings of anxiety, stress, and pessimistic future outlook ([@bibr24-0956797616671712]). Experienced physical damage and injury and initial feelings of fear were measured as covariates (for additional details on the survey, see Section 6.1 in the Supplemental Material). To conduct a strong test, we focused the survey on the counties with the most damage: Lu Shan (the epicenter county) and Bao Xing (a neighboring, hard-hit county).

Exploratory analyses showed that perceived risk 1 week after the earthquake was negatively correlated with overall usage of hedonic apps (*p* \< .001) and with usage of specific subcategories of hedonic apps, including video (*p* = .002), music (*p* = .019), reading (*p* = .025), and shopping (*p* = .040) apps, during the first week. Although these results are in line with Hypothesis 3, correlations (and ordinary regression models) do not show causality because of possible endogeneity in the explanatory variables of interest (e.g., usage of communications and hedonic apps might be correlated with the error term as a result of omitted variables, measurement error, and simultaneity or causality).

### Instrumental-variable analysis {#section8-0956797616671712}

To test for a causal relationship between app usage and perceived risk after the earthquake, we used an instrumental-variable approach, which addressed the endogeneity problem by taking advantage of the natural experimental setting of the earthquake to provide an unbiased estimator of app usage ([@bibr1-0956797616671712]).

Specifically, we used an asymptotically efficient two-step minimum chi-square (MCS) estimator approach ([@bibr3-0956797616671712]; [@bibr27-0956797616671712]) to estimate the following Tobit model:

$$\mathbf{y}_{1i}^{*}\  = \ y_{2i}\mathbf{\beta}\  + \ \mathbf{x}_{1i}\mathbf{\gamma}\  + \ \mathbf{\mu}_{i}$$

$${\mathbf{y}_{2i}\  = \ \mathbf{x}_{1i}\mathbf{\Pi}_{1}\  + \ \ \mathbf{x}_{2i}\mathbf{\Pi}_{2}\  + \ \mathbf{\nu}_{i},},$$

where $y_{1i}^{*}$ is the dependent variable (i.e., perceived risk), ***y***~2*i*~ is a vector of endogenous variables, ***x***~1*i*~ is a vector of exogenous variables, ***x***~2*i*~ is a vector of additional instruments, **β** and **γ** are vectors of parameters, **Π**~1~ and **Π**~2~ are matrices of parameters, and μ~*i*~ and $\nu_{i}$ are independent random error terms. In this analysis, usage of communications, hedonic, and functional apps and of Internet browsers during the week after the earthquake served as endogenous variables (***y***~2*i*~). The model tested whether these different forms of behavior helped reduce individuals' perceived risk. The corresponding usages during the week before the earthquake (***x***~2*i*~) together with other exogenous variables (***x***~1*i*~) served as instrumental variables.

The censored approach of the Tobit model also relieved the ceiling effect of extreme values for our survey measure of perceived risk, which was heavily right-censored at 10 (27.1% of the data points), in order to estimate the parameters correctly. Thus, we did not observe $y_{1i}^{*}$ and instead observed *y*~1*i*~ as follows:

$$y_{1i} = \begin{cases}
0 & {if\ y_{1i}^{*}\  < \ 1} \\
y_{1i}^{*} & {if\ 0\  \leq \ y_{1i}^{*}\  \leq \ 10} \\
10 & {if\ y_{1i}^{*}\  > \ 10} \\
\end{cases}$$

The logic behind the instrumental-variable approach is as follows. First, if the explanatory equation ([Equation 3](#disp-formula3-0956797616671712){ref-type="disp-formula"}) were run as a stand-alone ordinary regression, the model would suffer from endogeneity; for example, if greater hedonic-app usage predicted lower perceived risk, it might be that an omitted variable in the error term, such as free time, actually drove this relationship. In a two-stage MCS approach, however, an instrument (often from a natural experiment) is first used to create unbiased and consistent estimates. The formal requirements of this approach are that the instrument is (a) correlated with the endogenous explanatory variables (relevance condition), but (b) unrelated to the error term in the explanatory equation (orthogonality condition). Because the endogenous explanatory variables are unrelated to the instrument, they cannot explain why a model (and the relationships it tests) is significant.

In our analysis, app and Internet usage during the week before the earthquake served as instrumental variables because they were related to corresponding app and Internet usage during the week after the earthquake but unrelated to perceived risk. Indeed, the four instrumental variables were highly correlated with their corresponding endogenous variables (*r* = .697--.747, *p*s \< .001), thus satisfying the relevance condition; smallest *F* statistic = 192.50. This correlation is intuitive because people have relatively stable behavioral habits across time, particularly on mobile phones ([@bibr9-0956797616671712]; [@bibr25-0956797616671712]; [@bibr32-0956797616671712]; e.g., people who were music lovers before the earthquake still listened to music more than others after the earthquake). Furthermore, in accordance with the orthogonality condition, perceived risk after the earthquake was not significantly correlated with usage of communications, hedonic, and functional apps before the earthquake, and was only weakly negatively correlated with previous Internet (browser) usage (*p* = .04). However, this correlation was no longer significant when we controlled for age, gender, and rural-urban difference. This absence of a correlation is intuitive because app usage a week before the earthquake would be unrelated to the error terms (e.g., free time) generated by an earthquake that had not yet occurred.

In the first stage of the two-stage MCS approach ([Equation 4](#disp-formula4-0956797616671712){ref-type="disp-formula"}), each of the four endogenous variables (app and Internet usage after the earthquake) was regressed against its corresponding set of instrumental variables, which included app and Internet usage before the earthquake, and against other exogenous variables, such as gender and age, to create unbiased estimates. Then, these estimates were used in the second-stage regression ([Equation 3](#disp-formula3-0956797616671712){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to estimate all the parameters in the Tobit model.

[Table 2](#table2-0956797616671712){ref-type="table"} provides the final estimates of the Tobit model. Results were consistent with Hypothesis 4. Greater usage of hedonic mobile apps significantly predicted less perceived threat (*p* = .005). This result is in line with the notion that pleasure seeking may be a neurologically adaptive response to aversive experiences ([@bibr17-0956797616671712]; [@bibr30-0956797616671712]). Critically, the model showed that greater hedonic activity resulted in lower perceived threat regardless of differences in extraneous factors, such as free time or amount of damage suffered.^[4](#fn4-0956797616671712){ref-type="fn"}^

###### 

Results of the Instrumental-Variable Analysis of the Impact of App Usage on Perceived Threat (*N* = 811)

![](10.1177_0956797616671712-table2)

  Predictor                       Coefficient   *SD*       *z*      *p*
  ------------------------------- ------------- ---------- -------- ---------
  Constant                        4.788         0.805      5.94     \< .001
  Age                             0.013         0.011      1.16     .247
  Gender (male = 1)               --0.732       0.245      --2.99   .003
  Smartphone (yes = 1)            0.465         0.360      1.29     .197
  County seat (yes = 1)           --0.574       0.257      --2.23   .026
  Reported damage                 0.321         0.054      5.97     \< .001
  Distance to epicenter           0.0000179     0.000016   1.12     .262
  Activated social-network size   --0.005       0.005      --0.95   .341
  Number of outgoing calls        0.090         0.155      0.58     .564
  Number of outgoing texts        --0.263       0.109      --2.41   .016
  Internet-browser usage          --0.298       0.175      --1.70   .089
  Communications-app usage        0.454         0.180      2.53     .011
  Hedonic-app usage               --0.396       0.142      --2.80   .005
  Functional-app usage            0.041         0.146      0.28     .781

Note: In this analysis, perceived threat was the censored dependent variable (left censored at 0 = 77, uncensored = 474, right censored at 10 = 583). Frequencies of usage of communications, hedonic, and functional apps after the earthquake were identified as endogenous variables, and the corresponding frequencies of usage of these apps prior to the earthquake were used as instrumental values. *Activated social-network size* refers to the number of people with social ties to the victim that the victim called in the 28 days after the earthquake. *Number of outgoing calls* and *number of outgoing texts* refer to the quantity of communications initiated by the earthquake victim. All usage frequencies were log-transformed in the analysis. Age, gender, a smartphone dummy (whether the victim used a smartphone or not), physical distance to the epicenter, reported physical damage, and a dummy for county seat were included as exogenous variables. The basic test of the model's validity yielded a Wald χ^2^ of 86.6, *p* \< .001.

Usage of communications (including social-networking) apps was a significant positive predictor of perceived threat (*p* = .011), which is contrary to the notion that increased communications are always beneficial during risky events, such as disasters. It is possible that conversation within social networks focused on sharing negative experiences and heightened the salience of risk, which made people feel more threatened (or slowed the alleviation of perceived risk). Usage of functional apps was not a significant predictor, which might reflect that their use was driven by practical necessity and was less related to regulation of perceived risk. A greater number of outgoing text messages predicted lower perceived threat. Also, men perceived less risk than did women, likely because of gender differences in risk perception ([@bibr7-0956797616671712]; [@bibr12-0956797616671712]), and residents of the county seat perceived less risk than residents of other areas, likely because of the higher quality of building construction in that highly urbanized area. Other control variables had no significant effect.

### Individual differences account {#section9-0956797616671712}

We also considered an alternative explanation based on individual differences in risk tolerance.^[5](#fn5-0956797616671712){ref-type="fn"}^ According to this account, people with different levels of risk tolerance reacted differently to the earthquake; those with higher risk tolerance (who would naturally perceive less risk) reacted to risk by seeking more hedonic activities, relative to communication activities, than those with lower risk tolerance. We conducted a theory test by using initial fear as a proxy for risk tolerance. Initial fear was measured in the field survey by the following item: "How much fear did you experience at the time of the April 20th earthquake?" The rating scale ranged from 1, *none*, to 10, *a great deal of fear*. We categorized respondents into two groups, those who increased their app usage and those who decreased their app usage in the first week after the earthquake, and then compared the groups' initial fear. We ran this analysis separately for usage of communications and use of hedonic apps. The results revealed that initial fear was almost the same for respondents who increased their usage of communications apps (*M* = 7.56) and those who decreased their usage of communications apps (*M* = 7.52; *p* = .891). We observed a similar pattern for hedonic apps; initial fear was similar for respondents who increased their usage of hedonic apps (*M* = 7.48) and those who decreased their usage of hedonic apps (*M* = 7.35; *p* = .650). In other words, the level of fear elicited by the earthquake did not vary with usage of hedonic and communications apps, which is not in line with an account based on differences in risk tolerance.

As a robustness check, we also reran the instrumental-variable model with initial fear as a covariate (see Table S8 in the Supplemental Material). Hedonic-app usage remained a significant negative predictor of perceived risk (*p \<* .05), but communications-app usage was no longer a significant predictor (*p* = .14), perhaps because our measure of initial fear also measured the dependent variable, perceived threat. The more important finding, however, is that the effect of hedonic-app usage remained robust.

Alternative explanations need to account for the change in patterns of behavior after the earthquake, relative to before the earthquake, and this is precisely the logic of an instrumental-variable approach. On an individual basis, communications- and hedonic-app usage were highly correlated both before, *r* = .587, *p* \< .001, and after, *r* = .607, *p* \< .001, the earthquake. Furthermore, change in usage of communications apps was highly correlated with change in usage of hedonic apps (*r =* .500, *p* \< .001). In other words, people who used communications apps more after the earthquake also used hedonic apps more. Again, this is not consistent with the notion that people changed their behaviors because of individual differences in risk tolerance.

Retrospective Survey {#section10-0956797616671712}
====================

For cross-validation, we conducted a retrospective telephone survey of victims' earthquake experiences in June 2015 (during the 2-year anniversary of the earthquake, when memories were salient because of official commemorations). We called 3,100 active app users randomly drawn from our mobile telecom data set, and 1,134 (36.6%) completed the survey. The survey measured postdisaster living situation (home vs. tent), postdisaster network accessibility, how long physical recovery took, how long psychological recovery took, and experienced damage and harm (see Section 7 of the Supplemental Material for the full survey and results). These questions provided additional subjective and objective measures of risk experience. Taken in a stable environment with the benefit of hindsight, they served as a counterpoint to the field survey's measurement of perceived risk, which took place during the immediate aftermath of the earthquake. Overall, we found the two sets of measures to be consistent.

In a validity check, we found that the earthquake intensity respondents experienced (based on their geolocation) corresponded with self-reported perceived damage (see Tables S10 and S11 in the Supplemental Material). The survey also offered previously unobservable insights on victims' recovery experiences. Respondents estimated that their physical living conditions returned to normal after an average of 68 days. This estimate varied by intensity level, from approximately 1 month at intensities V and VI, to approximately 2 months at intensities VII and VIII, to approximately 6 months at intensity IX (Table S10). However, victims' moods ("How much did your psychological mood recover about 1 week after the earthquake?" rating scale from 1, *not at all*, to 10, *fully recovered*) recovered much faster than their physical or economic environments (see Section 7.2 and Table S10 in the Supplemental Material); 79.3% of respondents reported experiencing some mood recovery by the end of the first week. This result is consistent with our observation that victims began increasing their hedonic behavior almost immediately after the earthquake ([Fig. 1](#fig1-0956797616671712){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, reported mood recovery was lower in areas where the earthquake's intensity was higher, which runs against the notion that people engaged in more hedonic behavior because they had already recovered psychologically. Rather, it seems that those who recovered the least (people in high-intensity areas) ended up engaging in the most hedonic behavior.

The survey also allowed us to test whether differences in postearthquake living conditions affected hedonic-app usage (e.g., whether hedonic-app usage increased more in regions where the earthquake's intensity was higher because fewer alternative activities were available). We compared usage of hedonic apps during the first week after the earthquake for respondents who stayed at home and those who lived in outdoor tents, where there was no access to fixed-line entertainment such as television or fixed-line Internet (62% of Ya'an residents stayed at home, 30% stayed in outdoor tents, and 8% left their hometown; the percentage who lived in tents increased with intensity level). However, there were no differences in mobile-phone activities between these two groups (see Table S12 in the Supplemental Material), which is inconsistent with the notion that the changes in behavior were caused by postearthquake differences in physical conditions, infrastructure accessibility, or busyness.

Discussion {#section11-0956797616671712}
==========

Overall, we used a multimethod population-scale field approach to document how individual behavior changed over time in response to the experience of real risk. We found that higher earthquake intensity resulted in graded increases in usage of communications, hedonic, and functional apps after the earthquake (first-difference model). However, only hedonic behavior reduced perceived risk (instrumental-variable analysis); communications behaviors (i.e., use of communications apps, calls, and text messages) had mixed effects (only the number of outgoing text messages, which might reflect the size of people's weak-tie networks and availability of social support, helped), and functional behaviors (which largely comprised information search) had no significant effect on perceived risk.

Taken together, our results suggest that the increase in hedonic behavior was an active element of psychological recovery and not merely an artifact of increased postdisaster activity. Despite an established literature documenting the psychological benefits of positive affect, neurological reward, and happiness, there is relatively little scientific and public-policy emphasis on promoting hedonic behavior as a means of aiding psychological recovery. Traditionally, hedonic behavior (and neurological reward in general) is perceived to be at odds with the socially appropriate response to risk. Indeed, some governments even enforce antihedonic policies, such as somber dress codes or bans on fun television programming, in the extended aftermath of disaster. Although we are not arguing that hedonic behavior should be the sole response to tragedy, our results suggest that pleasure has a naturally occurring role in psychological healing and that hedonic activities can potentially promote population-scale psychological recovery from traumatic events.

It is important to take particular care in interpreting our statistical models. Although an instrumental-variable approach is causal (at least in a statistical sense), it does not by itself demonstrate a precise mechanism or psychological process. Identifying underlying mechanisms is a separate concern beyond the scope of this field study. Nonetheless, our results are not devoid of evidence regarding process and suggest that hedonic behavior has a role in reducing perceived risk, whereas communications behavior may increase perceived risk. Furthermore, our analyses rule out many simple nonpsychological accounts for the documented phenomena: Our fixed-effects model showed that the behavioral changes could not have been driven by heterogeneity (e.g., economic differences between regions cannot explain the increase in app usage because we tested changes in usage after the earthquake for each locale), and our instrumental-variable model addressed endogeneity concerns (e.g., omitted variables such as free time, measurement error, and simultaneity). We also tested alternative accounts focusing on individual differences in risk tolerance and living conditions. However, the precise process by which hedonic behavior drives recovery from experienced risk remains an open question that we hope future research can explore at a more fundamental level.

Although understanding the precise cognitive and neurological process by which pleasure stimulates recovery from aversive experiences might require a functional MRI approach ([@bibr17-0956797616671712]; [@bibr30-0956797616671712]), future social- and cognitive-psychology research can extend our findings by testing the relative efficacy of different types of emotions and behaviors in abetting recovery from risk. Such work could also offer additional insight into underlying processes; for example, it could be that hedonic activities eliciting low-arousal positive emotions, such as serenity, are more effective in reducing perceived risk than are hedonic activities eliciting high-arousal positive emotions, such as excitement. Research along these lines not only would deepen the theoretical understanding of how risk perception interacts with experienced emotions ([@bibr24-0956797616671712]), but also could generate numerous policy interventions based on affective psychology. Such secondary psychological treatment strategies, particularly those that can leverage the ubiquity of mobile phones, could be the psychological equivalent of public-health interventions in medicine and could be particularly important when primary treatments are difficult to scale up in scope in the immediate aftermath of population-level events, such as disasters (e.g., because of costs, limited number of on-site counselors, physical access).

Considering the normative benefits of information and the extensive literature documenting the benefits of risk communications (e.g., crisis communications, media communications, and information diffusion via word of mouth; [@bibr13-0956797616671712]), one may wonder why increased private communications behavior increased perceived risk. One possibility is that if conversations about the earthquake dominated these private communications, they might have reinforced feelings of fear and uncertainty. This effect might have persisted for a long time given that many significant aftershocks (magnitude \> 5.0) occurred during the first 2 weeks after the earthquake. Although such an effect should not be surprising, its implications run against established wisdom in risk and crisis management ([@bibr33-0956797616671712]): Blanket media coverage and intensive communications about the risk are standard practice after disasters in modern societies.

We do not dispute the value of information; clearly, communications might serve other beneficial functions ([@bibr13-0956797616671712]), such as increasing vigilance for aftershocks. Rather, our findings suggest that future research can better define the trade-off between informational benefits and psychological well-being, and investigate when communications focusing on risk can backfire during crisis management. For example, after the first few days following the earthquake, communications about the risk probably yielded marginal informational benefits but incurred increasing morale costs for Ya'an's residents, who were already painfully aware of the risk. Indeed, unlike communications and informational activities, the activities most effective in reducing perceived risk (listening to music, watching videos, playing games, and shopping) are diverting in nature. Thus, a risk-management strategy might optimize victims' psychological well-being by shifting attention away from stressful stimuli, such as media coverage of an already salient risk.

This study makes a methodological contribution to psychology and the behavioral sciences by illustrating how population-scale mobile-phone data (and by extension, data from other digital or mobile platforms) can be used to infer psychological behavior and be linked to psychological theory. Our findings, which were derived from large quantities of longitudinal individual-level field data, would have been difficult to obtain in a laboratory setting. Social-science fields that have traditionally been criticized for small sample sizes, biased selection, reliance on self-report, and other methodological flaws ([@bibr10-0956797616671712]) stand to benefit from new methodological opportunities of the big-data revolution. At the same time, our results highlight the value of combining behavioral theory with statistical hypothesis testing, rather than relying on a purely data-driven approach, to generate insights. This is particularly true in the age of mobile-data platforms, which offer unprecedented opportunities to link theory-based experimental manipulations (natural or otherwise) with individual-level, population-scale, and in vivo behavioral data. Such mobile platforms can potentially extend psychological theory from static to longitudinal frameworks that capture the temporal dynamics of behavior and reduce operational distinctions between the laboratory and the field. In bridging these traditional temporal and spatial gaps between theory and practice, mobile platforms also allow for psychological phenomena that have previously been studied only in laboratories to be studied in real-world contexts, at a massive scale, to improve society's well-being.
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Intensity, a subjective measure of impact, should not be confused with magnitude measures such as the Richter scale or moment magnitude, which indicates energy released by an earthquake (see Section 1.3 in the Supplemental Material).

Apps are software programs installed in a mobile phone (e.g., a music player, a program that plays YouTube videos, a program that provides weather information).

Note that this model accounted for unobserved heterogeneity (e.g., regions experiencing different levels of earthquake intensity might have had unobserved demographic differences), because it compared change in usage (i.e., difference between usage before and after the earthquake).

It is unlikely that people in the counties experiencing higher earthquake intensity had more free time. An official state of emergency was declared for the entire prefecture, so work was canceled in all counties. Furthermore, a retrospective field survey we report later in the article did not provide evidence for a relationship between mobile-phone use and living conditions (an indirect reflection of free time).

This account was suggested by an anonymous reviewer. It should be noted that the Tobit model is silent regarding effects of individual differences because it eliminated endogeneity.
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